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Abstract
This article considers what the minimum energy indoor access point deployment is in order to achieve a certain
downlink quality-of-service. The article investigates two conventional multiple-access technologies, namely: LTEfemtocells and 802.11n Wi-Fi. This is done in a dynamic multi-user and multi-cell interference network. Our baseline
results are reinforced by novel theoretical expressions. Furthermore, the work underlines the importance of
considering optimisation when accounting for the capacity saturation of realistic modulation and coding schemes.
The results in this article show that optimising the location of access points both within a building and within the
individual rooms is critical to minimise the energy consumption.
1 Introduction
Recent research shows that more than 50% of voice calls
and more than 70% of data traffic are generated indoors
[1]. Two main wireless technologies have been used for
serving users indoors. The first one is the traditional outdoor cellular system which deals with real time voice,
short messages and mobile broadband (MBB) applications.
The other is wireless local area networks (WLANs) which
focus on providing non-real time data applications [2].
Due to the increasing demands for indoor higher data-rate
wireless applications, existing cellular systems will be
insufficient to meet the expected quality of service (QoS)
requirement for indoor users from both service coverage
and capacity perspectives. The femtocell access points
(FAPs) have been proposed to address the above challenge, which uses low-power, short-range and low-cost
base stations. Femtocells are compatible with the existing
outdoor macro-cell cellular base stations which can easily
support seamless handoff but provide better indoor signal
strength. With the introduction of femtocell technology,
serving base stations are becoming similar to the closest
competing Wi-Fi technology in reality. Instead of the conventional cellular network infrastructure, femtocells use
the IP Network as a backhaul architecture which has a lot
in common with the existing 802.11 technology. Despite
the huge potentials of femtocells, they still face many technical and business challenges. Whilst existing research has
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focused on dynamic power control and radio resource
management to mitigate interference between indoor and
the outdoor network, the issue of the physical deployment
of the indoor network (the number and location of indoor
access points (APs)) is unresolved.
1.1 Review of existing work

Several existing research [3-5] has been focusing on the
improvement of femtocell network throughput. Al-Rubaye
et al. [3] outlined the cognitive radio technologies for the
future MBB era by proposing a cognitive femtocell solution for indoor communications in order to increase the
network capacity in serving indoor users and to solve the
spectrum-scarcity problems. Ko and Wei [4] proposed a
desirable resource allocation mechanism, taking into
account mobile users’ selfish characteristics and private
traffic information to improve the femtocell network performance. The aggregate throughput of two-tier femtocell
networks has been improved by a beamforming codebook
restriction strategy and an opportunistic channel selection
strategy in [5]. However, the above study did not take into
account the location and the number of FAPs deployed in
the indoor environment.
There also have been various approaches to investigate
the optimal base station (BS) placement to achieve the
operator’s desired QoS or coverage targets. Much of the
previous work [6-8] has focused on minimising the transmitting power of BS. Fagen et al. [9] proposed a new
automated method of simultaneously maximising coverage while minimising interference for a desired level of
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coverage overlap. However, such an approach is not
always practical as network optimisation is constrained
by a number of restrictions on BS placements, interference and power emissions. Ashraf et al. [10] described an
approach of adjusting the transmitting power of fixed
positions of FAPs in the enterprise offices to achieve coverage optimisation and load balance, but did not consider
the evaluation of the effect on the positions of FAPs. In
[11], a joint power and channel allocation method was
proposed to improve the uplink throughput, but the calculation of the throughput, which was the key parameter
of the algorithm, was relatively simple and might be inaccuracy by just using Shannon capacity equation. Ki Wo
et al. [12] derived the downlink SINR formula for the
residential femtocell but the formula did not take the
throughput into account while researchers in [13] provided system simulation to evaluate the femtocell network performance, however the simulation was relatively
simple without an extensive theoretical model verification. A theoretical framework was proposed in [14] to
analyse the interference characteristics of different femtocell sub-bands for Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) systems employing the Fractional
Frequency Reuse scheme which could be extended to
optimise power and frequency allocation, but the pathloss model employed in this framework is far too simple
to reflect the real characteristics of the indoor scenario.
Bianchi proposes a classic two-dimensional Markov
chain to determine the saturation throughput of a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) using the Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) [15]. Tay and Chua [16]
proposed a model based on average value analysis and studied the effects of contention window sizes on the
throughput performance. Both of the above models
assumed an ideal wireless channel with no physical layer
(PHY) channel errors. In fact, wireless channels are usually
error-prone and the packet errors have an impact on the
system performance. Several articles has extended the
above system models to study the throughput performance under different channel error conditions.
1.2 Contribution

Given the large number of propagation variables in
indoor buildings and its relation to the outdoor cellular
network, the article provides a best practice in optimising
AP deployment with very little signal to interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) degradation for micro-cell users.
The novel contribution is the simulation results and the
theoretical framework that reinforces the key deployment
solutions. Our baseline results are reinforced by novel
theoretical expressions. Moreover, for a given building
size, the trade-off between increased QoS and power consumption, as well as the capacity saturation points are
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demonstrated. An approach has been introduced to study
the saturated throughput, user QoS and energy consumption performances of 802.11n networks under
error-prone channels by extending Bianchi’s model.

2 Body of investigation
The article considers two indoor deployment scenarios
and shows that there is a shared principle of deployment
between them:
● Concept demonstration: Single Room with and
without an outdoor interference source (Simulation
and theory);
● Generic building with multiple rooms on multiple
floors with an outdoor interference source
(Simulation).
The combined results of the two scenarios will lead to
a general low energy indoor deployment rule. Moreover,
the single room femtocell results are reinforced with a
novel theoretical framework that can optimise the location of an AP with respect to the interference and propagation parameters. It is shown that the key results
hold for a multiple room building. There is only 1 outdoor interference source considered, because given that
a building is inside the coverage of a cell, the interference of that cell will be far greater than neighbouring
cells that are further away.
In the baseline conventional scenario (Figure 1a),
802.11n APs are deployed on three non-overlapping
channels using a total bandwidth of 60 MHz while FAPs
are assumed to operate on the same frequency with a
total bandwidth of 20 MHz. In the alternative scenario
(Figure 1b), both 802.11n APs and FAPs have a total
bandwidth of 20 MHz with different frequency reuse
pattern 1 and 3, respectively. The system model and
theoretical framework for FAP considers the following
setup as shown in Figures 1c,d.
The article aims to provide the comparison between
these two technologies in their basic service in reality,
hence the advanced feature of 802.11n such as frame
aggregation to MAC layer and multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) and 40 MHz channels to the PHY are
outside the scope of this study.
● LTE-femtocell Simulation: Co-channel FAPs
employing SISO transmission and Round Robin (RR)
scheduling. The link level capacity is derived from
adaptive modulation and coding schemes. This is
simulated for a single room and a building with multiple rooms.
● 802.11n Wi-Fi Simulation: Wi-Fi APs employing
frequency reuse 1 and 3, and SISO transmission
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Figure 1 Illustration of different investigation scenarios.

with a theoretical contention model. The link level
capacity is derived from adaptive modulation and
coding schemes. This is simulated for a single room.
● Single Room Theory: Single LTE-femtocell
deployed in a single room in the presence of a fully
loaded outdoor micro-cell BS.
2.2 LTE-femtocells simulator model

The user distribution for each room or building is random even distribution. The position of each user and
the traffic conditions are updated within each loop and
the simulation results are run enough times to reach
convergence. RR scheduler is employed, which evenly

partitions the resource blocks between users. In this
simulator resource allocation is performed at intervals
of 1 ms in the time domain. This interval is called a
transmission time interval (TTI) [17].
The path loss models implemented in the simulator
were adopted from WINNER II [18]. The indoor path
loss model PLin in dB (between the FAP and the mobile
user) and the outdoor-to-indoor PL out-to-in in dB
(between the micro-cell BS and the mobile user) are
defined as follows, respectively:
 
f
(1)
,
PLin = 18.7log10 (dFAP ) + 46.8 + 20log10
5
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PLout–to−in = 36.7log10 (dmicro ) + 22.7 + 26log10

 
f
+ PLwal1 + 0.5din ,
5

(2)

where f is frequency of transmission in GHz. d FAP ,
dmicro and din are FAP-to-user, micro-cell-to-user and
wall-to-user distance in metres. PL wall is the wall loss
penetration factor in dB. The received SINR is calculated as below:
γ = K
k=1,k =1

|hi |2 Pi
|hk |2 Pk + |hmicro |2 Pmicro + σ 2

,

(3)

where hi, hk and hmicro ∼ CN (0, 1) are the multi-path
coefficient of the observed FAP, interfering FAPs and
micro-cell BS, respectively. They are modelled as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and a variance of one. Pi is the received power of
one sub-carrier from the observed FAP, Pk and Pmicro
are the received power of the same sub-carrier from the
interfering FAPs and micro-cell BS and s2 is the noise
power. The simulator supports link adaptation by changing the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) based
on the channel quality g (i.e. SINR). The MCS look-up
tables was generated from the Vienna link level LTE
simulator [19] under WINNER II indoor multipath
model [18]. The corresponding block error rate (BLER)
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and throughput versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) curves
of the look-up tables are illustrated in Figure 2. The
instantaneous user data rate in each TTI is calculated
by the multiplication of the number of bits per resource
element obtained from the relative link adaptation table
and the number of resource elements that a user has
been assigned. The RAN capacity is then calculated on
the basis of each user’s data rate. User QoS requirement
is defined as a threshold on the percentage of users that
can achieve the target data rate. From the network service point of view, a technology with a specific network
configuration can be said to satisfy the network QoS
requirement only if the percentage of users that achieve
the targeted data rate is larger than the percentage
threshold of User QoS, under any given network topology. For example, the QoS requirements for the network
service is set to 0.5 Mbit/s target data rate and 95%-ile
threshold in this report, it means that the network satisfies QoS requirements only if at least 95% of users
achieve a minimum data rate of 0.5 Mbit/s. The RAN
QoS is computed by multiplying the user QoS and the
number of the users in that RAN.
2.2 802.11n simulator

The 802.11n simulator is based on an existing throughput analytical model [15]. The model is concerned with

Figure 2 BLER and throughput versus SNR plots for the 27 MCSs with SISO antenna configurations.
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infrastructure mode WLANs that use the DCF medium
access control (MAC) protocol. The model assumes that
there are a number of 802.11n APs operating on three
different frequency channels in conventional scenario
and one frequency channel in deployed indoors and a
fixed number of client stations in the WLAN. Each user
is associated with exactly one AP which provides the
highest SINR to that user and each AP with its associated stations defines a cell. Therefore, DCF is used for
single-hop only communication within the cells and
users access data through their serving APs. Each user is
assumed to have saturated traffic. The wireless channel
bit error rate (BER) is P b . The minimum contention
window size is W and the maximum backoff stage is m.
In 802.11 WLANs, control frames are transmitted at the
basic rate which is more robust in combating errors.
They have a much lower frame error rate as the size of
these control frames are much smaller than an aggregated data frame. Therefore, the frame error probabilities for control frames and preambles are assumed to
be zero.
The system time is divided into small time slots where
each slot is the time interval between two consecutive
countdowns of backoff timers by stations which are not
transmitting. From Bianchi’s model, transmission probability τ in a virtual time slot is given by:
τ=

2(1 − 2p)
,
(1 − 2p)(W + 1) + pW(1 − 2p)m

(4)

where p is the unsuccessful transmission probability
conditioned on that there is a transmission in a time
slot. When considering both collisions and errors, p can
be expressed as:
p = 1- (1 - pc ) (1 − pe ),

(5)

where pc = 1−(1− τ)n−1 is the packet conditional collision probability and pe = 1−(1−pb)L is the packet error
probability on condition that there is a successful transmission in the time slot. n is the total number of contending stations. L is the packet size in bits and p b is
the BER of a particular MCS level. Therefore, the netE
work saturation throughput can be calculated as: S = Ept ,
where Ep is the average packet payload bits successfully
transmitted in a virtual time slot, and Et is the expected
length of a time slot. Ep and Et are computed by (6) and
(7):
Ep = Lps = Lptr ps– nc (1–pe ),

(6)

Et = Tσ pσ + Tc ptr (1 − ps− nc ) + Te pe + Ts ps ,

(7)

where the probability of an idle slot ps is (1 − τ)n, the
probability of a non-collided transmission p s_nc is

n(1−τ )n−1
,
ptr
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the probability for a transmission in a time slot

ptr is 1 − ps = 1 − (1 − τ)n, the probability of a successful transmission (without collisions and transmission
errors) is ptrps_nc(1 − pe) and τ is computed by (4). Ts is
equal to the system’s empty slot time of 9μs. Ts, Tc Ts
and Te are the idle, collision, successful and error virtual
time slot’s length and are defined as follows: Tc = EIFS,
T s = DATA + BACK + 3SIFS + DIFS, T e = DATA +
EIFS + 2SIFS, where BACK = 5.63μs and DATA are the
transmission time for backoff stage and the transmission
time for aggregated data frame, SIFS = 16μs, DIFS =
SIFS +Ts, EIFS = SIFS + DIFS + BACK, respectively. 48
of the 52 OFDM sub-carriers are for data and the
remaining 4 are for pilot sub-carriers.

3 Power and energy metrics
The power consumption model employed by this article
considers the FAP and 802.11n APs to have the same
model. This assumption is reinforced by existing literature [20]. The model considers the power consumption
of an AP to have two distinct parts: a radio-head (RH)
and an overhead (OH). Together the RH and OH constitute the operational (OP) power consumption of the
AP. During transmission, the RH is active, and irrespective of transmission, the fixed OH is always active.
In order to compare the energy consumption of the
same system operating in different conditions, the concept of transmission and OP duration are defined. Consider an AP with indoor users that demand a traffic load
OH.
of M bits of data over a finite time duration of TAP
Two systems are considered: a reference and a test system, both of which have a capacity that exceed the
offered traffic load. Due to the fact that the reference
and the test system might have different throughput, the
duration which the RH spends in transmitting the same
M bits is different. In order to compare the energy of
the two systems, a useful metric is the energy reduction
gain (ERG), which is the reduction in energy consumption when a test system is compared with a reference
system:
ERGOP
RAN

=1−

EOH
AP,test
EOP
AP,ref.

=1−

RH Rtrafﬁc + nP OH
nPtest
test
RAP,test
OH
RH Rtrafﬁc
nPref.
RAP,ref. + nPref.

,

(8)

where PiRF, PiRH and PiOH are RF power, RH power and
OH power, respectively. The RH power is defined as
PiRF /μ = PiRH, where μΣ is the RH efficiency [20]. The
RH,i
,
throughput of the system is defined as RAP,i = M/TAP
which is greater or equal to the offered load:
OH. The term
Rtrafﬁc = M/TAP

PiRH
RAP,i

in (8) is an indication of

the average radio transmission efficiency, which does
not consider the OH energy. This is commonly used to
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measure energy consumption in literature, and is known
as the energy-consumption-ratio (ECR) [21]. n refers to
the total number of APs.
For a given offered load demanded by users, a more
spectral efficient deployment is able to transmit the same
data for a short transmission time. Over time, this amounts
to a reduction of the RH energy consumption. The energy
saving caused by spectral efficiency alone is upper-bounded
(ERG threshold) by the ratio of OH to OP. This upper

OH
OH
Ptest
Ptest
OP
bound ERGRANupper−bound = RH
= OP can be
OH
Pref. + Pref.
Pref.
obtained when RAP,test in Equation (8) approaches infinity
on the condition that the same number of APs deployed
for both reference and test systems is considered. In order
to significantly reduce energy consumption further, a
reduction in the number of APs is required to meet the
QoS needed. This can only be accomplished by significantly improving the overall throughput of the AP deployment. This article proposes novel location optimisation
simulation and theoretical results to achieve this.

4 Simulation and theoretical results
4.1 Single room AP number
4.1.1 Conventional scenario

In the single room scenario, the article has investigated
the maximum downlink user QoS achieved by at least
95% of the users and the average user data rate. This
was done by the simulation only. A total number of 50
users are distributed randomly and uniformly across
the whole indoor room whose area is 20 m × 16 m.
Only one single floor building without light internal
walls (e.g. plaster board) is considered. Due to the
omni-directional radiation pattern of the AP, its

Figure 3 1, 2, 3 and 4 APs placement.
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deployment was conducted to minimise the mean distance from users to AP. Therefore, there is always one
AP deployed in the middle of the room except for the
case of two APs, in which case they are placed at the
foci of the ellipse layout. For the remaining deployments, all other APs excluding the middle one are
placed evenly around the circumference of the ellipse
as shown in Figure 3.
Investigation of optimal FAP placement and interference management will be described in the next sub-section. It is shown that 1 FAP can achieve the highest
user QoS and average user data rate of just over 1 Mbit/
s with SISO deployment owing to the absence of any
interference. It is worth mentioning that there is a 43%
improvement in the spectral efficiency when using 1
FAP as compared to 1 802.11n AP as shown in Figure
4a. This gain is due to the different scheduler mechanism as well as the link level MCS between LTE-femtocell and 802.11n network. For the same bandwidth,
LTE-femtocell employs a more spectral efficient adaptive MCS than 802.11n. 1 FAP offers 4.44% ERG against
1 baseline 802.11n AP with SISO deployment. This is
shown in Figure 4d. It was found that for a single AP
deployment, a single FAP is more spectral and energy
efficient than a single 802.11n AP.
As the number of APs is increased, the 802.11n
deployment is always more spectrally and energy efficient due to the increased operating bandwidth of 60
MHz with frequency reuse pattern 3, compared to the
LTE bandwidth of 20 MHz with frequency reuse pattern
1. As the number of 802.11n APs increases to beyond 3,
the interference that arises between the APs will cause a
degradation of overall downlink user QoS and average
user data rate performance. For the number of APs
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greater than 2, 802.11 APs provides 2.61 to 21.80% ERG
over the FAP deployment. The results are shown in Figure 4b,d.
Therefore, for a single AP deployment, an LTE FAP is
more spectrally and energy efficient than an 802.11n
AP. This is true both with and without a fully loaded
micro-cell interference source. In order to achieve a
higher user QoS performance, deploying more 802.11n
APs is the more spectrally and energy efficient. No
more than 3 802.11n APs should be deployed in the
same room; any more causes mutual interference and
degrades the aggregate QoS received by the users.
4.1.2 Alternative scenario

The alternative scenario is defined in the body of
investigation, in which both FAPs and 802.11n APs
have a total bandwidth of 20 MHz with different frequency reuse pattern 1 and 3, respectively. The result
of 1 FAP and 1 802.11n AP for both conventional and
alternative scenarios are identical as shown in Figure
4a. Figure 4c,d, average user data rate and ERG
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performance for 1 FAP and 3 FAPs in both conventional and alternative scenario with a baseline 802.11n
network. In the alternative scenario, FAP outperforms
802.11 AP when the number of APs is 3. The average
user data rate for three FAPs is 1.12 Mbit/s while this
value for 3 802.11APs is 0.22 Mbit/s. This is because
802.11 AP suffers server interference from other APs
in the alternative scenario and its PHY adopts convolution codes which is less efficient than turbo codes
used in LTE-femtocell. Figure 4d indicates three FAPs
provides an ERG of 20.08% in alternative scenario
while 3 802.11n APs offers an ERG of 21.80% in conventional scenario. Hence FAP investigation is particular interest in the following sections.
4.1.3 Remarks

The results in Figure 4a covers the results of all four
possible combinations of comparison between one FAP
and one 802.11n AP in either conventional or alternative scenario while the results in Figure 4c contains the
same number of combinations results for the case of 3

Figure 4 QoS, average user data rate and ERG comparison between LTE-femtocells and 802.11n with SISO deployment without
outdoor interference in both conventional and alternative scenarios.
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FAPs and 3 802.11n AP. These four possible combinations are conventional FAP versus alternative AP and
conventional AP versus alternative FAP besides the
other two which have already been covered in the above
sections. It is worth mentioning that 3 FAPs in conventional scenario is more energy efficient than 3 APs in
alternative scenario. This is due to the mutual impact
from the the different scheduler mechanism and coding
scheme applied in both systems.
4.2 Single room AP placement

Previously, the optimal number of APs to deploy in a
single room has been considered. The conclusion was
that for a low QoS target, 1 FAP is the most energy efficient deployment. For higher user QoS targets, 2-3
802.11n APs should be deployed. Next, simulation is
used to determine where to place the 1 FAP given that
there is an outdoor interference source from a microcell, and where to place 2-6 co-frequency FAPs that
interfere with each other. Furthermore, result of 1 FAP
with a theoretical background has been reinforced,
which can be found in the Appendix of this article.
4.2.1 1 FAP

The optimal placement of 1 FAP is judged according to
the strength of the outdoor micro-cell source. Another
baseline FAP deployment has been considered for comparison. In this baseline scenario, FAP is placed at the
corner of the room where the power socket is typically
located.
The expression of the mean capacity of the femtocell
network with respect to the position of the FAP b can
be expressed as:
⎧
0 < b ≤ b1
⎨ P1 + Q1 + R1 − Yα (T1 − U1 ),
C̄ = P2 + Q2 + R1 + R2 − Yα (T1 + T2 − U1 − U2 ), b1 < b ≤ b2
⎩
α
P3 + Q3 + R2 − Y (T2 − U2 ),
b2 < b < Y
b

where

P1 =

(b+dbp2 )Cs
,
Y
2 ,
+ dbp2 ) ]

Q1 =

(9)

(Y−b−dbp2 )log2 Kγ
,
Y

βlog 10
a=1.87 and Y is the length
R1 = 2Y2 [Y 2 − (b
of the room. T 1 = Y log 2 (Y −b)−(b+d bp2 ) log 2 d bp2 ,
Y−b−dbp2
+ blog2 Y−b
Cs
ln 2
dbp2 .
γs
(1 + 10 10 ) bit/s/Hz where gs

U1 =

log2
threshold.

in

P1

equals

is the saturation SNR

(dbp1 +dbp2 )Cs
(Y−dbp1 −dbp2 )log2 Kγ
,
,
Q2 =
Y
Y
2
d
and
) , T =(b-d )log

P2 =
βlog2 10
R2 = 2Y (b − dbp1
2
bp1
2
bp1
dbp1
b−dbp1
Kg
in
Q2
U2 = ln 2 + blog2 b .
 2.6
f
/10
PFAP D3.67 ×10(22.7+PLwall ) × 5
 2
, where P FAP and P micro
f
Pmicro Ḡmicro ×1046.8/10 × 5

is
are

the transmitting power of FAP and micro-cell station,
respectively. Ḡmicro is the expected value of the antenna
gain from the micro-cell BS. f is the operation frequency. d bp1 = B exp [−W (F) and d bp2 = B exp [−W
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⎛

(−F)] where B =

b
10 20α ⎝ Kγγ s

⎞1
α

⎠ ,F=

ln 10
,
20α B

W is Lam-

10 10
(Y−b+dbp1 )Cs
,
function.
Finally,
P3 =
Y



Kγ
Kγ
βY
Kγ 10
b1 = α γs b1 = α γs
γs .
,
and b2 = Y − α
10 10
10 10
10 10
It can be shown that the function is convex and that
according to the first rule of finding the maximum
value of a function, stationary points can be determined
by
differentiating
Equation
(9)
∂dbp1
∂dbp2
B exp[−W(F)] ln 10
B exp[−W(−F)] ln 10
Note : ∂b = 20α[1+W(F)] and ∂b = 20α[1+W(−F)]
and
then solving the differentiated function for zeros. The
resulting expression is a closed form expression, but is
unfortunately too long for the scope of this article. All
the stationary points are tested in order to verify the
type of the stationary points (max) by checking if the
corresponding value in the second-order differential
function of Equation (9) is negative. Finally, the mean
capacity value(s) corresponding to all the stationary
points are compared with all endpoints of the interval
of each sub-function in Equation (9) and the global
maximum value is selected as the maximum of mean
capacity. The solution b opt is the optimal coordinate
for FAP placement. Detailed derivations of Equation
(9) can be found in the Appendix.
The result of the mean capacity difference between
the optimal and the conventional is illustrated in the
sub-plots of Figure 5a. The theoretical results are shown
in lines and are compared with the simulation results
shown as symbols. The parameters used in the investigation are as follows: office size (10 m × 20 m), system
bandwidth (20 MHz), carrier frequency (2,130 MHz),
total number of users (10), sub-carriers per Physical
Resource Block (12), FAP transmitting power (0.1 W),
micro-cell transmitting power (20 W), FAP RH efficiency (6.67%), FAP OH power (5.2 W), micro-cell distance away from the room (150-450 m), and Wall loss
(10 dB).
Figure 5b shows the OP ERG performance. The result
in line is calculated based on the throughput from the
theory while the result in symbols is obtained based on
the throughput from the simulation. They were both
obtained from the Equation (8). The results in Figure 5
show that 1 FAP should be located between the middle
of the room to the wall closest to the outdoor interference source. As the strength of the micro-cell interference decreases due to it being either further away,
stronger wall loss, or lower transmitting power, the FAP
should be moved closer to the wall. This is because
most of the room is in capacity saturation, and the FAP
should be moved to compensate for regions which are
not. It is important to consider capacity saturation,

bert
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Figure 5 1 FAP optimal location and ERG performance with respect to outdoor micro-cell interference.

without which the FAP’s optimal location is always
likely to be in centre of the room.
4.2.2 2-6 FAPs

The results in Figure 6 shows that for more than one cofrequency AP is deployed in the same room, the mutual
interference between them dominate. The meaning of
dots in different colours in the plots is the association of
users to different FAPs. Their location is a trade-off
between: being in the central area to reduce path-loss
distance to the users, and being further away from each
other to reduce mutual interference. The RAN throughput for both optimal and conventional scenario increases
as more FAPs are deployed. It reaches saturation region
when 6 FAPs are placed in optimal approach as shown in
Figure 7a. Compared to the baseline elliptical deployment, there is an average 6% ERG obtained from the
optimal deployment shown in Figure 7b.
4.3 Multi-room multi-floor FAP placement

The article now considers a building with F floors R
rooms per floor. The framework of this comparison is
how much energy is saved when the location of FAP is
optimised compared to an even distribution of FAPs
across the building. This investigation is done for FAPs
in the presence of an outdoor micro-cell interference
source. A series of RAN QoS offered loads on the system is considered and what the minimum number of
FAPs is required to meet this targeted load is examined. The parameters used in the investigation are as
follows: number of floors (3), number of rooms per
floor (9), room size (10 m × 20 m × 4 m), system
bandwidth (20 MHz), carrier frequency (2130 MHz),

total number of users per building (300), sub-carriers
per Physical Resource Block (12), FAP transmitting
power (0.1 W), micro-cell transmitting power (20 W),
FAP RH efficiency (6.67%), FAP OH power (5.2 W),
micro-cell distance away from the room (200 m), and
wall loss (10 dB). Figure 8 shows the optimal locations
of FAPs for different number of FAPs required and the
associated capacity and energy consumption improvements. The rooms on the top floor has been numbered
as 1-9 followed by the rooms on the middle floor (1018) and the ones on the ground floor (19-27). the
micro-cell BS is located close to the side of room numbered (7-9, 16-18 and 25-27). FAP positions in yellow
represent that the system performance will be almost
same by deploying FAP on either of these positions.
FAP positions in blue are the recommended optimal
ones in each scenario.
The results in Figure 8a shows that at least 1-2 FAP(s)
are always required near the wall that faces the outdoor
interference source, and this should be on the floor with
a similar height to the height of the interfering microcell-site. The other FAPs should be deployed on other
floors at the far corners in alternating pattern to minimise the interference. The positions of the FAPs in blue
have to be fixed while one of the FAPs in yellow can be
selected as the last FAP position. A design principle can
be summarised as follows:
(1) In the presence of no strong outdoor interference, deploy a single FAP at centre of building. In
the presence of outdoor micro-cell interference,
deploy the FAP near the wall that is closest to the
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Figure 6 2 to 6 FAPs optimal location with respect to mutual interference.

outdoor interference source. The floor level should
be one that is closest to the height of the micro-cell.
(2) Any single additional FAP should be deployed
also near the aforementioned wall on the same floor,
but not in the same room as the first FAP.
(3) Any multiple additional FAPs should be deployed
not on the same floor, and at the opposite side of
the building in corner rooms. These FAPs should
not be on the same floor as FAPs placed in Steps 1
and 2 and with each other in Step 3.
(4) Any additional FAPs that do not satisfy rule 3. is
likely to cause energy inefficiency.
Generally speaking, this rule can cover the optimisation
of FAP placement for up to 6 FAPs, which can provide a
sufficiently high QoS. The RAN QoS increases as the
number of FAPs increases. This optimal deployment offers
an average 12% ERG compared to the baseline even distributional deployment. This is shown in Figure 8b. Figure
8c illustrates that how much energy can be reduced while
deploying the optimal FAPs in this building when comparing to the baseline scenario for a certain RAN QoS. As the
number of FAPs needed for different targeted RAN QoS is

not always same for optimal and baseline deployment,
ERG threshold is waived is this comparison.
It can be noted that the solution of optimising the
FAP location does not significantly degrade the outdoor
network performance. By moving the FAP from centre
to a point that is closer to the outdoor interference
source, the interference from the FAP to the outside
network is increased by up to 2.5 dB. Given that the
outdoor interference is more dominated by outdoor
interference from other micro-cells the total interference
is not significantly increased. This is to say that the
interference generated by the FAP to outdoor users is
not significantly increased.

5 Discussions
The key conclusions are as follows:
● Deploying one FAP is always more spectral and
energy efficient than one 802.11n Wi-Fi AP;
● Deploying up to 3 multiple 802.11n APs is always
more energy efficient than deploying multiple FAPs
within the same building in conventional scenario.
For buildings with more than one room, no APs
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Figure 7 ERG performance for 2 to 6 FAPs between optimal and conventional deployment.

should be deployed in the same room of a building;
● In the presence of a strong outdoor interference
source (i.e., from a micro-cell), the location of some
of the co-frequency FAPs, should be placed near the
wall facing the interference source to counter-act
the high level of indoor interference.
The energy reductions for several key comparisons are
as follows:
● A single FAP versus A single 802.11n AP saves
4.44% OP ERG;
● Three 802.11n APs versus three FAPs saves
21.80% OP ERG in conventional scenario;
● Three FAPs versus three 802.11n APs saves
20.08% OP ERG in alternative scenario;
● Optimising placement of a single FAP in a single
room saves 5% OP ERG;
● Optimising placement of multiple FAPs in a
multi-room building saves average 12% OP ERG.
In general, improving the location of the FAPs, whilst
keeping the number the same can improve the RAN
throughput by 33%. Whilst, improving the location of the
FAPs and reducing the number of FAPs can save 40%
energy.

6 Conclusions
This body of investigation has proposed a novel strategy for indoor AP deployment for both LTE-Femtocells
and 802.11n Wi-Fi multiple access technologies. This is
done for a single room and multiple room scenarios.
Our comparisons show that between 5 and 40% ERG

can be saved by optimising the AP number and location with respect to the propagation parameters and
interference scenario. Our baseline simulation results
are reinforced with a novel theoretical framework,
which can be used to develop and optimise indoor
deployment while causing very little SINR degradation
for micro-cell users.

7 Methods
The analysis in this paper is conducted by using both
Monte-Carlo computation in a MAT-LAB software
environment and theoretical expressions.
Appendix
Theoretical framework of 1 FAP optimisation
Introduction

In order to verify the simulation result of the optimal
coordinate for a FAP to maximise the mean throughput in
a particular indoor room, an extensive theoretical model
to solve this optimal problem has been developed under
certain assumptions. Those assumptions are as follows:
● The throughput experienced by indoor users are
always in the high SINR regime, and that at least
some region of the room experiences saturated
throughput. This has been verified to be accurate
after extensive simulation runs.
● The variation of throughput is mainly along the
axis of the FAP-Microcell, and not orthogonal to it.
● A modified Shannon expression is used for
throughput, which accounts for the mutual information saturation of modulation and coding
schemes.
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Figure 8 Optimising indoor femtocell deployment and the capacity and energy consumption improvements.
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In a rectangular room with Cartesian co-ordinates of x
and y, gx,y is defined as the received SINR for a user at a
particular position can be expressed in (10).
PFAP

⎛

⎜
46.8/10 × ⎜
⎝

(dx,y,FAP )1.87 ×10

γx,y =

Pmicro Ḡmicro
(dx,y,micro )

≈

⎞2

f⎟
⎟
⎠
5

3.67

×10(22.7+PLwall +0.5dx,y,in )/10 ×

PFAP D3.67 × 10(22.7+PLwa11 )/10 ×
⎛
46.8/10 × ⎝

Pmicro Ḡmicro × 10

Where

+ σ2

 2.6
f
5
f
5
⎞2

,

(10)
2.6

100.5dx,y,in /10
10βdx,y,in
= Kγ α
,
di,FAP
d1.87
x,y,FAP

f
⎠
5

 2.6
f
PFAP D3.67 ×10(22.7+PLwall )/10 × 5
 2
f
Pmicro Ḡmicro ×1046.8/10 × 5

βdx,y,in
i,FAP

is denoted as Kg, a

.

For a given FAP position of (x = a, y = b), the mean
capacity of users attached to this FAP is therefore:
C̄a,b

1
≈
A



1
log2 (γx,y ) dx dy =
A

A


A

⎡

⎤

⎢
⎥
10β|y|
log2 ⎢
α ⎥
⎣Kγ 
⎦ dx dy.
(x − a)2 + (y − b)2



where Cs = log2 1 +

γS 
10 10 bit/s/HZ.

In the first scenario, the farthest coordinate for FAP
cannot exceed b1 where the SINR value at the wall close
to the micro-cell side (i.e. dx,y,in = 0) should just achieve
the saturation SNR threshold gs. Hence, b1 can be calculated as:
γs
10βdy,in
Kγ
= 10 10 , ⇒ b1 =
α
b1

(11)

Y s and Y ns are

the length of saturated and non-saturated regions,
respectively. Equation (12) can be split into three subfunctions with respect to FAP position b.
It is important to note that due to capacity saturation,
the mean capacity of the indoor users has to be broken
up into the following 3 scenarios:


α

Kγ

(13)

γs

10 10

The capacity can therefore be expressed by:

C̄b1

1
=
Y

b+d
 bp2

=

Y

1
Cs dy +
Y

0

It can be noted that g x,y (15-45 dB) is much greater
than 1 which makes the above high SINR approximation
reasonable. According to the MCS simulations, the
throughput will saturate when g x,y > g s = 35.94 dB,
where g s is the saturation SNR threshold. Hence, C̄a,b
should be modified to reflect this saturated region,
which is shown as dbp1 and dbp2 in Figure 9. It is also
worth pointing out that g x,y hardly fluctuates along x
axis outside the saturated region. Equation (11) can be
re-written as Equation (12) under the condition that the
x coordinates of all grids are independent of g x,y by
using Wyner [22] Model:



10βy
1
b
dy,
C̄ = Cs Ys +
log2 Kγ
(12)
Yns
|y − b|α
Yns

(1) Scenario 1: the FAP is close to the window (0 <b ≤
b 1 ) so that the only non-saturated capacity region is
away towards the wall.
(2) Scenario 2: the FAP is in the middle region of the
room (b1 <b ≤ b2 ) so that the non-saturated capacity
regions exist both towards the window and the wall.
(3) Scenario 3: the FAP is close to the far wall (b2 <b
≤ Y ) so that the only non-saturated capacity region is
towards the window.
We now consider these scenarios in turn and combine
their theoretical formulation.
Formulation Scenario 1

= 1.87 and b = 0.05. PFAP and Pmicro are the transmitting power of FAP and micro-cell station, respectively.
Ḡmicro is the expected value of the antenna gain from
the micro-cell BS. dx,y,FAP is the ith FAP-to-grid distance
and dx,y,micro is the ith micro-cell-to-grid distance. dx,y,in
is the distance between the wall and ith grid. As D ≫ dx,
y,in , d x,y,micro can be accurately estimated as D. gx,y can
then be re-written as K γ 10dα
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log2 Kγ

b+dbp2


10βy
dy,
(y − b)α

(b + dbp2 )Cs (Y − b − dbp2 )log2 Kγ βlog2 10
+
+
Y
Y
! 
Y
!

=P1

= Q1
= S1

Y
ydy −

α
Y

b+dbp2

= P1 + Q1 +

Y

!



(14)

log2 (y − b)dy,
b+dbp2

βlog2 10 2
α
[Y − (b + dbp2 )2 ] − S1 .
2Y
Y


!
=R1

The term dbp2 can be solved by the following equation:
γS
10β(b+dbp2 )
Kγ
= 10 10 , ⇒ dbp2 = B exp[−W(−F)], (15)
dαbp2
⎞1
α
10
b ⎜ K
⎟ , F = ln20α
where
B, W is Lambert
γ
20α
B = 10
⎝ γS ⎠
10 10
W function, namely the branches of the inverse relation
of the function f(W ) = W exp(W). S1 can then be calculated in Equation (16):
⎛
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Figure 9 Illustration of the analytical scenarios with respect to the saturated capacity region with respect to different FAP positions
inside the room.
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α
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Y

(19)

where dbp1 can be solved by the following equation:
,

b+dbp2

1
[Y − b − dbp2 + b ln(Y − b) − b ln dbp2 ]
ln 2 

Y − b − dbp2
Y −b
.
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ln 2
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U2 = ln 2bp1 + blog2 bp1
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(Y−d
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bp1
bp2
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Y
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)log2 Kγ

,
and

Formulation Scenario 3

By substituting Equation (16) for S1 in Equation (14),
C̄b1 can be finalised as:
α
C̄b1 = P1 + Q1 + R1 − (T1 − U1 ).
Y

γs

After b2 is solved, the mean capacity in this scenario
can therefore be expressed by:

y
dy,
(y − b) ln 2

1
= Ylog2 (Y − b) − (b + dbp2 )log2 dbp2 −


! ln 2
Y

Kγ 10βY
10 10

b+dbp2

Y

α

(17)

Formulation Scenario 2

When the position of FAP is on the coordinate b2, the
user’s SINR at the other end of the room is equal to gs.
b2 needs to be determined before assigning the proper
limits for the mean capacity integral. With reference to
Equation (13), b2 can be found to be:

In the last scenario, the mean capacity expression is very
similar to that in scenario one and is given by:
C̄b3

1
=
Y


log2 Kγ

b−d
 bp1

0

1
+
Y

Y


10βy
dy
(b − y)α

(21)
α
Cs dy = P3 + Q3 + R2 − (T2 − U2 ),
Y

b−dbp1
bp1 )Cs
, and Q3 = (b−dbp1Y)log2 Kγ . Equawhere P3 = (Y−b+d
Y
tions (14), (19) and (21) complete the expression of the
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mean capacity of the network with respect to the position of the FAP b as shown in Equation (9).
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